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The workbook is a unique and in-depth study of Chinese and Japanese culture using document
based questioning to explore the importance of Confucianism, Buddhism, Feudalism, and other
influences upon the cultures of China and Japan. Subjects that are often omitted in high school
and middle school courses are further explored by referencing both primary and secondary
sources. Examples of topics covered include: pollution in ancient China, the individual branches
of Buddhism, and the influence of Buddhism and Confucianism on the formation of the ancient
Japanese government.



IntroductionA Document Based Study of East AsiaThe workbook is a unique and in-depth study
of Chinese and Japanese culture using Primary and Secondary sources to explore the
importance of Confucianism, Buddhism, Feudalism, and other influences upon the cultures of
China and Japan. It explores subjects that are often omitted in high school and middle school
courses such as pollution in ancient China, the individual branches of Buddhism, and the
influence of Buddhism and Confucianism on the formation of the ancient Japanese
government.Copyright © 2020 JGPitt Enterprises, LLC All rights reservedNo part of this book
may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written
permission of the publisher.Cover design by: Art PainterLibrary of Congress Control Number:
2018675309Printed in the United States of AmericaTable of ContentsChapter 1: Ancient
Chinese TechnologyAssignment DescriptionBackground ReadingDocument 1Document
2Document 3Document 4Document 5Document 6Document 7Document 8Essay SectionEssay
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KeyChapter 3: Buddhism: Influence and ReactionLearning ObjectivesSkills
ObjectivesOverviewReviewDocument AnalysisDocument 1Document 2Document 3Document
5Document 6Document 7Document 8Essay SectionEssay QuestionAnswer KeyChapter 4: The
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5Document 6Document 7Document 8Answer KeyChapter 7: The Japanese Feudal
SystemBackground ReadingQuestionsAnswer KeyGlossaryAppendixFive Paragraph Essay
OutlineEssay RubricChapter 1:Ancient Chinese TechnologyAssignment DescriptionThis
Document Based Question (DBQ) assignment requires you to answer several guiding questions
and then construct a coherent essay which integrates interpretation of the supplied documents
with demonstration of your knowledge of the historical period in question.Learning
ObjectivesAnalyze the progress of Chinese Technology from 800 CE to 1450 CE.Examine the
impact that Chinese Technology had on the world around it.Skills ObjectivesStudents will use
relevant parts of a text or document to support an argument.Students will draw inferences from
data by identifying relationships among the parts and weighing conflicting facts and
statements.Students will write in an expository way by thinking logically, communicating ideas
coherently, and forming generalizations based on appropriate data.Background ReadingFor



many centuries, the Chinese led the world in the creation of new technologies. They were
centuries ahead of Europe in many different areas of technology and industry. These documents
will allow you to explore various Chinese innovations and understand their impact on China and
the rest of the world. As you read these documents and answer the guiding questions, think
about these questions:What was the most influential Chinese invention?Which Chinese
invention had the greatest impact on China and the rest of the world?Document 1Shaffer, Lynda
N. “A Concrete Panoply of Intercultural Exchange: Asia in World History.” Asia in Western and
World History, edited by Ainslie T. Embree and Carol Gluck, M.E. Sharpe, 1997, pp. 839-–40.In
the early part of the Song dynasty … a new variety of early-ripening rice was introduced into
China from Champa, a kingdom then located near the Mekong River Delta in what is now
Vietnam, and by 1012 it had been introduced in the lower Yangzi and Huai river
regions. … Because the variety of rice was relatively more drought-resistant, it could be grown in
places where older varieties had failed, especially on higher land and on terraces that climb hilly
slopes, and it ripened even faster than the other early-ripening varieties already grown in China.
This made double-cropping possible in some areas, and in some places, even triple-cropping
became possible. … The hardiness and productivity of various varieties of rice were and are in
large part responsible for the density of population in South, Southeast, and East Asia.What was
the advantage of Champa Rice over other varieties of rice in China?Define double-
cropping.How did Champa rice impact the populations of South, Southeast and East Asia?
Document 2“China’s Age of Invention.” PBS, www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/article/song-dynasty.
Accessed 5 Sept. 2020.Accompanying the invention of the compass were other inventions, such
as the development of new types of locks along the canals. The Chinese previously had
invented the sternpost rudder, actually in the Han Dynasty, but the sternpost rudder was very,
very important for controlling a vessel. They’d also invented sails that could move. In earlier
times, in the Mediterranean, sails were fixed. They had to wait for the wind to change in order to
be able to move. But the Chinese invented sails that could be trimmed so that they could travel
regardless of which way the wind was blowing. They also developed the structure of the ship’s
hold, dividing it into different watertight compartments. The result was that if one chamber in the
hull sprang a leak, then it wouldn’t damage the rest of the cargo.Explain the advantage of having
watertight compartments on a ship.Contrast ship sails in the Mediterranean with those
developed by the Chinese. How did this difference benefit the Chinese?Document 3“Grand
Canal, China.” Building the World, blogs.umb.edu/buildingtheworld/waterworks/the-grand-canal-
china. Accessed 5 Sept. 2020.It was Kublai Khan, (grandson of Genghis Khan, the ruler who
ordered the excavation of a direct waterway between his newly founded city of Dadu – today’s
Beijing – and Hangzhou) who, when he became emperor, directed grain be transported to Dadu.
816,000 tons of grain were delivered annually, the major share – 537,000 tons – coming from the
south via sea or the canal. But the canal stopped short of Dadu. So the grain had to be offloaded
and piled onto carts pulled by draft animals conscripted just like soldiers. As a result, local
farmers could not plow their fields and agriculture suffered. To make matters worse, many



animals died along the route. And so it was failure that led Kublai Khan to order the completion
of the seventh and final section of the Grand Canal, straightening the route to make it more
efficient, and enabling all of China to communicate with the new center of political and cultural
life, Dadu/Beijing.Where was the majority of the grain and rice transported from?Explain in detail
why the seventh extension of the Grand Canal was built.What were the main functions of the
Grand Canal?Analyze the impact of the Grand Canal on the city of Dadu.Document 4Painter,
Jeff. “From China to Historic MSU: A Not-So-Short History of Porcelain Part 1.” Spartan Ideas, 26
Jan. 2017, spartanideas.msu.edu/2017/01/26/from-china-to-historic-msu-a-not-so-short-history-
of-porcelain-part-1.True porcelain was first made by Chinese potters at Jingdezhen in the 13th
century. … Shortly after its invention, porcelain became a valuable commodity, but like all
ceramics, it was difficult to transport over land. Vessels were sometimes large, always fragile,
and … could weigh quite a lot, so porcelain was not a great item for the major over-land
transportation routes of this time, such as the Silk Road. … Once maritime trade increased,
porcelain became hugely popular in many areas, including Korea, Japan, the Philippines, India,
and farther west toward the Middle East. The trade for Chinese porcelain became so popular in
these regions that it had dramatic effects. In the Philippines, it was quickly incorporated as a
prestige item and as an object of cosmological and spiritual importance, so much so that many
local potters could not compete, devastating local pottery traditions.What was the problem with
transporting porcelain on land?What allowed porcelain to become widely traded?How did the
porcelain trade impact other cultures? Was this impact positive or negative?Document 5Miksch,
Joe. “Ancient Mongol Metallurgy an Extreme Polluter.” News Services, University of Pittsburgh, 5
March 2015, www.news.pitt.edu/news/ancient-mongol-metallurgy-extreme-polluter. Accessed 5
Sept. 2020.In 2009, Hillman and colleagues took core samples from Lake Erhai in the Yunnan
province in southwestern China. The site was chosen because of its proximity to Kublai Khan’s
famed silver mines … and the area where ancient bronze artifacts had been found. … The
researchers found that lead pollution in Lake Erhai peaked at 119 micrograms per gram of
sediment in 1300 AD before then declining to around 30 micrograms per gram in 1420 AD. Peak
pollution levels are three to four times higher than those generated by modern metallurgical
methods, Hillman says. “Notably, the concentrations of lead approach levels at which harmful
effects may be observed in aquatic organisms,” Hillman writes in the paper. “The persistence of
this lead pollution over time created an environmental legacy that likely contributes to known
issues in modern-day sediment quality.”Describe the environmental impact of the Chinese
mining industry in the period from 1300–1420 CE.How does the rate of pollution of the ancient
Chinese metallurgical methods compare with modern methods? Is this surprising? Why or why
not?Document 6Wright, Tim. “An Economic Cycle in Imperial China? Revisiting Robert Hartwell
on Iron and Coal.” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, vol. 50, no. 4, 2007,
pp. 398–423. JSTOR, . Accessed 5 Sept. 2020.A range of technological innovations also
transformed production in many sectors. Agriculture came on apace, through the use of new
crops, fertilizers, and methods of irrigation. Textile production saw new machinery developed to



spin silk and hemp. As Hartwell, suggests, iron and steel production fully participated in this
technological transformation, above all in the extensive utilization of coal and coke, in which
China was several centuries ahead of Europe. By the peak of the cycle in the late eleventh
century, much of North China’s ore was smelted in coke-burning blast furnaces, while
decarburization of cast iron to make wrought iron and mild steel was widely adopted.How did the
advent of new technology impact agriculture?Identify two new energy sources that powered the
Chinese technological transformation in iron and steel.Define decarburization and then explain
how decarburization improved iron and steel making?Reflect on the passage above and then
explain how learning that China’s technology was “centuries ahead of Europe” changes your
assumptions about Western “civilization” versus other parts of the world.Document 7Watkins,
Thayer. “The Advanced Technology of Ancient China.” San José State University Department of
Economics, San José State University Department of Economics, www.sjsu.edu/faculty/watkins/
ancientchina.htm. Accessed 6 Sept. 2020.Metal Smelting: The technology for smelting copper
developed very early in China, at least before 1800 BCE. Later when the superiority of iron over
bronze was recognized superior blast furnaces were developed. … In the West there were blast
furnaces that smelt iron from its ores but the temperature was only high enough to produce a
mass of iron and slag fused together. This mass had to be hammered to consolidate the iron
and drive out the rock-like slag. It was thus known as wrought iron. … The Chinese produced
steel by melting cast iron and wrought iron together. In the West this technique for producing
steel was rediscovered in Germany about 1863 by the Siemens company. Centuries later other
processes were developed for reducing the carbon content of iron. One involved blowing air on
molten cast iron. Such a method did not materialize in the West until 1852 when William Kelly
achieved it with the assistance of four Chinese workmen. Four years later Henry Bessemer
achieved it by blowing air through molten iron.Compare the development of steel and iron
making in China and the West.Document 8“Silk Roads Programme.” UNESCO, en.unesco.org/
silkroad/content/chinese-porcelain. Accessed 6 Sept. 2020.Porcelain is a material made from
well-chosen porcelain clay or pottery stone through technological processes like proportioning,
molding, drying and firing. Although porcelain developed from pottery, the two are different in
raw material, glaze and firing temperature; compared with pottery, porcelain has tougher texture,
more transparent body and finer luster. It excels pottery in both pragmatic and artistic terms.
That’s why it gradually replaced pottery in the ceramic history. … Porcelain is the creative fruit of
the working people of ancient China. Since the Han and Tang Dynasties, porcelain has been
exported worldwide. It promotes economic and cultural exchange between China and the
outside world, and profoundly influences the traditional culture and lifestyle of people from other
countries.How is porcelain different from pottery?How did the trade in porcelain impact China’s
relationship with other countries?Essay SectionAnswer the question below using the
accompanying documents (1–8). To receive full credit for your answer, your essay must:cite at
least 6 of the 8 documents belowhave a thesis that answers the question askedbe in a five-
paragraph format: introduction, three analysis paragraphs, and a conclusion.Essay



QuestionWhat was the most influential Chinese invention?Answer KeyDocument 1It could
withstand drought, could be grown in a variety of places, and ripened faster. The fact that it
ripened faster allowed for double-cropping which was also an advantage.Planting two crops in
the same field in a single year.It allowed for an increase in population.
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Holly Ingram, “Cool book. Great resource for students and teachers alike!”

The book by Jesse Pittard has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 4 people have provided feedback.
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